
Of Montreal, Skeletal Lamping, (Polyvinyl
Records)

Remember when Of Montreal was a lo-fi indie rock
outfit singing sugary songs of bumblebees and spring-
time? When Kevin Barnes was still just a white man
with a penchant for clever narratives and vaudeville?
Me neither. Over the past 11 years, funky frontman
Kevin Barnes has morphed from a twee pop troubadour
to an ostentatious glam funk showman backed by sex-
soaked synths and electropop beats. Last year’s break-
through, Hissing Fauna, Are You the Destroyer? con-
vinced me that Of Montreal had climaxed, putting on
eccentric shows featuring unitards, lobster claws, and
“sex sauce” (a.k.a. red apple sauce). However, Skeletal
Lamping triumphantly presses onward in this deranged
direction, with whimsical, hyper-kinetic freak funk
backed by Barnes’s new alias, black she-male Georgie
Fruit. 

This eargasmic maelstrom takes off with the shim-
mering single, “Nonpareil of Favor,” featuring a pound-
ing bass line and unfailingly harmonious vocals.
“Wicked Wisdom” nods to Prince and Ziggy Stardust-
era Bowie with the divalicious lyrics, “I’m a mother-
fuckin’ headliner, bitch, you don’t even know it,” cou-
pled with Barnes’s flirtatious falsetto. While Skeletal
Lamping boasts a mere fifteen tracks, the effect is more

like fifty
s o n g l e t s ,
i n t r i c a t e l y
w e a v i n g
funk, disco,
and psych
rock in the
way only
Kevin Barnes
can manage.
He warned us
in interviews,
s a y i n g
r e p e a t e d l y

that this album would follow in the same vein of
Hissing Fauna’s experimental latter half, but I don’t
think any of us culd have prepared for this kaleidoscop-

Mt. Eerie, Lost Wisdom, (P.W. Elverum &
Sun Records)

On a given album released by Phil Elverum, the
frontman of The Microphones and Mt. Eerie, a listen-
er can expect to hear a surprisingly vast array of styles
in its songs, ranging from distant, haunting melodies
to thunderous, droning symphonies of crashing snare
and brass, sometimes within the same song.  With Mt.
Eerie’s new record, Lost Wisdom, Elverum focuses on
the latter, choosing to set aside his strong skills in pro-
duction and percussion and opting instead to write
deeply emotional and melodically repetitious songs
on the acoustic guitar, with the help of Julie Doiron’s

backup vocals
and Fred
Squire on the
electric guitar.
With this
stripped style,
E l v e r u m
focuses his
attention on
his lyrics,
which in each
song explore a
r e c u r r i n g

theme of lost wisdom.  The feeling of helplessness
and uneasiness that comes when the wisdom of life’s
expriences has been replaced with an overwhelming
sense of confusion. Elverum sings in the title track,
“You thought you knew me / You thought our house
was home / I thought I knew myself / I thought my
heart was calm”.  

Many times in the album, Elverum and Doiron
sound as if singing from the perspective of a child
having just discovered the meaning of death. The

Shudder shows Bayside taking a dive into
uncharted waters with “I Can’t Go On.” The song’s
lush rhythm line is textured with guitarist Jack
O’Shea’s echoing leads, which sound like they were a
birthday present from U2. The next standout track is
“Rochambo (Rock, Paper, Scissors),” which com-
bines the darkness of their first album with the gang
vocals and power drumming of your standard hard-
core mosh anthem. “Moceanu,” the album’s mostly
acoustic closer, is an almost whimsical lamentation on
“meaningless life.” Though the song is certainly a
taste of something new, the continual spelling out of
words gets really O-L-D really F-A-S-T.

The musicianship on Shudder is on par with what
Bayside fans
have come
to expect.
R a n e r i ’ s
voice is
soaring as
always, with
a bit more of
a Josh
C a t e r e r
whine than
b e f o r e .
O ’ S h e a
proved on
The Walking Wounded that he could shred like Jeffery
Dahmer, and he reminds us of this on Shudder. His
solos aren’t everywhere, but when they show up, you
know it. We also hear him experimenting with some
new guitar tones, which is a refreshing change. Nick
Ghanbarian holds down Bayside’s signature bottom
end with more rock solid bass playing, and drummer
Chris Guglielmo keeps his set tight, trying some new
things here and there but mostly sticking to rhythms
that are tried and true.

The great thing about Bayside is that they never
stop moving. Every new release gives fans a taste of
something fresh, but the band never leaves out that
certain flavor that we’ve come to love. Though
Shudder certainly isn’t the greatest piece of Bayside’s
repertoire (refer to their second album for that), it
serves as a reminder that they won’t be done making
music any time soon.

Sean Bandfield

Bayside, Shudder, (Victory Records)

Bayside have always stood out among their peers
as a more mature band on the post-hardcore circuit.
Though they’ve been labeled as an emo group (partly
because they’re on Victory records, and partly because
their first album was dark as the Devil’s grundle),
Bayside have always been a little bit more than the tags
they’ve been stuck with. So it’s only right that that they
follow up The Walking Wounded, their previous and
most grown up record, with the next logical step: a
regression into simple punk rock.

Of course that’s simplified and generalized, but it’s
the easiest way to describe their latest release, Shudder.
Anthony Raneri, Bayside’s singer and main songwriter,
has always been influenced by the Boston hardcore
scene, and this album shows that influence more than
any other one of Bayside’s previous efforts. Shudder
starts off with “Boy,” a dark, driving tune typical of
recent Bayside, albeit more anthemic. However, once
the chorus of “The Ghost of St. Valentine” gets going,
it is clear that Raneri is taking the band in new direc-
tions. The first few songs rely on classic pop-punk
chord changes and simple melodies, making them
sound almost like nursery rhymes; they’re so simple
that they’re unforgettable. This is especially true on
their first single, “No One Understands,” which, despite
the simplicity of its verses, displays unique chord
changes and structure in its chorus.
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A few nights ago, I fell asleep to “Adagio for Strings”
by Samuel Barber (think Platoon, or the scene in
episode 140 of Seinfeld where Frank flashes back to
being a chef in the Korean war), and unfortunately it
was still playing when I woke up nine hours later. It
powered me through some terrifyingly epic dreams.
Eight minutes turned into five hundred and forty, and
from now on I’ll be sure to be frugal when using the
repeat button on the iPod. 

Here in the print shop for the past weekend, I’ve taken
many pee breaks out by the Ramskellar, and the sheer
volume of aural vomit spewing from the mtvU-ridden
televisions outside the commuter lounge is enough to
make anyone go crazy.

Clay Aiken is officially gay, the claymates are going
wild, he now has a son, and there is better music in the
world than mtvU ( I got my first 5 q-tip review as editor
in this issue! Whoa!). Enjoy.

P.S. Check out www.fupaper.wordpress.com for actual
links to songs from the ill-egal download list. Cool!

ic odyssey. Barnes artfully constructs this bipolar roller-
coaster, upping the bpm with bongos in “For Our
Elegant Caste,” only to follow  up with the beautiful
buzzkill “Touched Something Hollow,” in which he
mournfully croons, “Why am I so damaged, girl?” over
somber piano chords. The album doesn’t stay down for
long though, as the succeeding tracks provide frenetic
depravity you can dance to.

Barnes stated in his blog that his goal was to make
an unpredictable album that was both startling and
hummable. Well, mission accomplished, art pop master.
While in “Gallery Piece,” he laconically sings of his
desire to “make you come 200 times a day” over catchy
club beats, the subsequent “Women’s Studies Victims”
is a bizarre departure with its suggestive guitar riff and
scintillating keys. Barnes’ voice reaches a pinnacle of
smooth, sexy singing in “St. Exquisite’s Confessions,”
only to counterattack with the fun and frenetic
“Triphallus, to Punctuate!” The clubby “Plastis Wafer”
later emerges with chugging guitar samples and the
cleverly coquettish lyrics: “You’re the only one with
whom I would role play Oedipus Rex,” making literary
nerds everywhere melt. While at times this quirky pas-
tiche becomes borderline ridiculous, Skeletal Lamping
is overall a fun and funky album deserving of at least a
few orgies in its honor. Hell, it even provides a hefty
arsenal of come-ons for whenever I want to make my
forced triple a forced quadruple, if you know what I
mean (and I know Kevin does). 

Sarah Madges
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album’s title track, which features a twanging, finger-
picked acoustic guitar as the foundation of the song,
following then with perhaps the most absurd song on
the album, “Basket Ball Get Your Groove Back,” with
lyrics pertaining entirely to the maneuvers of the sports
(i.e. “Rebound, rebound, rebound / Ready, okay”).
These usual-
ly striking
differences
b e t w e e n
songs, as
well as the
shortness of
the songs
themselves,
helps ensure
that Offend
Maggie does-
n’t have any
l a g g i n g
points. Further, it makes it an album that is exciting to
engage and difficult to hear passively.

Though in truth, Offend Maggie, doesn’t find
Deerhoof blowing themselves out of the water, the
album by no means represents a band that is stagnant.
Though similar to The Runners Four in type, it is also
an improvement on that album, and the songs on
Maggie hold their own in the Deerhoof repertoire.
Deerhoof has been able to cover an awful lot of ground
musically, to the point where it’s difficult to see where
they can go next, let alone where they will. In light of
this, it makes the most sense to let them set the stage,
as they have done throughout their career, drop all
expectations, and hear whatever may come. They
haven’t disappointed yet.

Bobby Cardos
Deerhoof, Offend Maggie, (Kill Rock Stars)

A perusal of most major sources of music critique
shows that Deerhoof has received almost universal
acclaim in their efforts since the beginning of the mil-
lennium, a formidable feat for a band that has recorded
and released an album almost year on year since 2002.
These accolades are by no means undue: Deerhoof’s
songs, written primarily by Greg Saunier, are consis-
tently brilliant. Saunier, as well as the various instru-
mentalists he has worked with, uses virtuosic instru-
mental skill and an advanced knowledge of music
composition (he has a masters degree in the field) to
create songs that are simultaneously accessible and
sprawling, unique without being convoluted, eschew-
ing conventional song structure while juxtaposing
seemingly incongruent parts, genre-jumping within a
three minute song in a bizarrely palatable way (see
“+81”).

This said, Offend Maggie, Deerhoof’s eighth
release on the Kill Rock Stars label, doesn’t see
Deerhoof branching out musically as much as one
might expect, especially after 2007’s Friend
Opportunity, a concise effort that was a significant
departure from 2005’s The Runners Four, featuring
half the songs, many of which had a focus in electron-
ic instruments and a decidedly less “rock” oriented
feel. Maggie settles around the mean, boasting 14
tracks that sit closer in style to The Runners Four , but
with a more polished consistency. Opener “The Tears
and Music of Love” starts with two guitars playing the
same chords in different rhythms, merging to a union
that sounds like an inversion of the riff to “Start Me
Up,” with the guitars diversifying in the verse, a thin
riff from one and a following of Satomi Matsuzaki’s
two note vocal melody by the other. The thin guitar is
eventually taken over by the bass at the song’s conclu-
sion, with the guitar playing a third part to fill out
empty space and add a kind of dissonance. The album
continues with this type of minimalism, as if to show
that when an instrument is present, it is there not
because there are now four people in Deerhoof’s line-
up, but because the part is necessary and adds dimen-
sion to the song. It is for this reason that bass appears
only after a certain point in “The Tears and Music of
Love” and why Saunier’s drums on “Chandelier
Searchlight” are almost exclusively a basic bass and
snare beat, despite his technical ability to do far more.
Though not as sprawling, Deefhoof still manages to
exhibit its variety of songwriting, placing the catchy-
yet-somewhat-silly “Snoopy Waves” next to the

falling backwards, but we’re looking forward, you
know? We’re not always trying to repeat ourselves.
Otherwise we’d probably be doing more desk-type
jobs…With musicians, you’re always picking up new
instruments, new devices, new songs. You’re looking
forward.” He’s not lying either. To my pleasant sur-
prise, each one of these songs is a lot different from the
last. That’s usually not the case. That’s to say I’ve
heard a lot of new repetitious records in which it’s hard
to tell the difference between one track and the next.
Not Carried to Dust.

There is a value here that lasts throughout though.
I’m pretty sure Burns made up the word when he said,
“I think all the instruments are so important, including
the voice, but it’s that ‘ensembleship.’ That is what
we’re going for.” “Ensembleship” must then refer to
the vocal harmonies and collaborative instrumentation.
Okay, Joey Burns, I dig. 

Another common element here is in the song struc-
ture. As a lot of these chorus-less songs progress, more
instruments are added as well as sensitive crescendos. 

Carried to Dust has 15 tracks, 2.5 of which are in
major keys. And that half of a song happens to be one
of my favorites. It’s track four, “Sarabande In Pencil
Form.” Another one that stuck out is number nine,
“Slowness.” Nine has two cameos, one by guitarist and
producer Bo Ramsey on the 12-string guitar, and the
other by the folk singer songwriter Pieta Brown whose
voice makes my heart skip. Even with Pieta though,
I’m still wishing this album had some bigger vocals.
Afterall, she only sings on one song. I want to hear this
Burns guy really belt it out. 

Aaron Charles Peer

Calexico, Carried to Dust, (Touch and Go
Records)

If you don’t associate anything besides the
Californian border town with the word “Calexico,” this
review is for you. They are musicians whose home base
is a bit further north in Tucson, Arizona. WFUV (that’s
Fordham radio that streams at wfuv.org for those of you
music enthusiasts who haven’t yet discovered the
resource) did a full day of Calexico music to celebrate
the recent release of Carried to Dust. The Calexico
marathon on September 24th included an interview by
WFUV DJ Claudia Marshall. The discussion, broad-
casted from Studio A in the basement of our own
Keating Hall, was how I got to know Calexico. 

Claudia introduced the group by explaining that
they have about decade of diverse musical history
together and that “If there is a constant here it’s the fact

that Calexico
continues to
create music
that defies
easy catego-
rization.” She
was spot-on.
The CD is
c l a s s i f i e d
under coun-
try. iTunes
advertises it
as alternative,
and their
label, Touch

and Go Records, is famed for the indie or punk sound,
even “post-hardcore.” Maybe the “post-hardcore” title
makes you queasy, think Yeah Yeah Yeahs and TV on
the Radio, who are other Touch and Go acts. The record
also explores a Latin sound — some lyrics en espanol,
nylon string guitars, trumpet melodies, marimba
accents, and, of course, tambourine and shaker lines. To
recap, Carried to Dust is Latin-influenced indie rock
that claims to be country and is called alternative. My
advice: don’t get caught up on the categories. 

Lead vocalist Joey Burns told Claudia, “We’re

songs seem to express that at no age and in no place is
there any escape from approaching finality, and from
that finality, loosing wisdom as well. The song-writer
writes such sullen words on death as in the song, “If We
Knew...,” “We would not be so scared of being swal-
lowed by the ground / If we knew that greater bodies
still were waiting / Dotted lines in the air tomorrow
morning.”  

The music on the album expresses the same melo-
cholic realization of death that the lyrics express, some-
times in a manner sounding confrontational and harsh,
as on “Lost Wisdom” and “Voice in Headphones,” and
sometimes sounding bittersweet and desirous for hope
and love, as in “With My Hands Out” and “O My
Heart.”  The two qualities of the sound reflect the two
sides of the theme of the album, as in first realizing the
great pain and mourning impermanence and eventually
rising to the grace of the human experience in life.  The
sentiment of the rise comes quite far into the album,
close to the end, especially in “O My Heart,” as
Elverum sings, “What I find will be found easily / and
only when I’m not looking for it / And my will to live
hides implied in my heart beating / Without looking for
fulfillment but just accepting it.” He seems to find sol-
ace in the good things that come from life removed
from death, those which come naturally to the heart.

It’s very rare that I hear a bit of music that could
not come at a more perfect time and that transposes
what’s been on my mind into not only a song but also a
whole album.  This album comes as one of the few and
is music not just for a few fans, but music that could
stop anyone in their tracks and make them really hear
what’s going on.  Phil Elverum’s sense of confusion is
not just something the artist is wont to experience, but
is something that many people must come to terms with
and, to me, appears like a sign of the times in the year
of our Lord, 2008.  But there is hope, as the chorus in
“Voice in Headphones” sings hauntingly, “It’s not
meant to be a struggle.”

Jake Sanders
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“Daylight”  -  Matt & Kim

In a mere 2:51, Matt & Kim’s new single “Daylight”
will put you in a groovetastic mood. The Brooklyn
duo’s jam is one of two songs released as a precursor
to their upcoming album “Grand.” “Daylight” starts
off with a sunny piano diddy, then adds in some synth
and a bumpin’ rhythm to make for a more complex
sound than one would expect from the band. The song
is still completely danceable, just as all Matt and Kim
songs are, but in a more subdued way, making for one
freaking awesome song.

“Two Way Street”  -  The State Lottery

“A gun in your hand don’t make you a man.  Child,
there’s no such sacrament.  And bravery is a two way
street, when the truth is somethin’ you don’t want to
see.”  These are the types of sort-of-commited political
lyrics that so define folk punk.  Never stepping past the
line of seriousness, but enough pith to make any six-
teenteen-year-old passionately drink a forty or sharpie
an anarchy sign on his hand.  And who doesn’t like
hearing uninformed musicians yelp about political
opinions they can’t support with concrete  reasons?
This particular song, “Two Way Street,” is infused
with a dying passion; one that meets its demise by the
end of the album, the growing-up spirit that might be
ruining folk music, punk music, and the music that is
both (cough, cough).    

“Absentees”  -  Monikers

Monikers, with their debut album Wake Up, have
offered an array of early-Jawbreaker style punk with
catchy licks, raspy vocals, and lyrics about being hun-
gover. “Absentees” starts with some poppy lead guitar,
steady distorted rhythm, and a slowish, bouncing
bassline to carry it through. Fronted by former
Discount guitarist Ryan Seagrist, it can’t be bad, and
trust me, it isnt.
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